Go Green with MineFleet®

What is MineFleet®?
MineFleet is designed for commercial fleet owners and fleet
management companies who want the power of advanced
predictive vehicle data mining for dramatically reducing the
operating costs. MineFleet offers a powerful onboard data stream
mining software for modeling, benchmarking, and monitoring of
vehicle health, emission, driver behavior, fuel-consumption, and
fleet characteristics.

Top Ten Reasons to use MineFleet®
1. Reduce fuel cost using smart fuel consumption analytics.
2. Advanced predictive vehicle health monitoring using data mining technology.
3. Optimize driver behavior by quantifying the effect on vehicle performance.
4. Go green by reducing emission using MineFleet Emission Analyitcs.
5. Advanced fleet analytics for comparing and contrasting vehicles.
6. Advanced decision support tools for trend analysis and anomaly detection.
7. Open architecture for integrating MineFleet Analytics with your application.

MineFleet® Architecture.

8. Web-service and thick client-based access to analytics.
9. MineFleet already comes built-in with several modems.
10. Affordable solution with quick return on investment.

True Emissions Analysis
MineFleet Onboard directly monitors vehicle subsystems to
provide an empirical and authentic analysis of an engine’s
emissions output. Subsystems monitored include: EGR system,
evaporative system, fuel system, misfires, oxygen sensor
heater, catalyst and more. The resulting analysis provides a
quantitative assessment of vehicle emissions, including CO2,
CO, NOx and hydrocarbons.

MineFleet Green Scoring TM
Organizations can measure their fleet’s emissions and carbon
footprint using MineFleet Green Scoring methodology similar to
the EPA SmartWay scoring system for vehicles and fleets to
demonstrate their commitment to the environment and efforts
for building green fleet.

Continuous Emissions Testing
MineFleet Onboard software automatically analyzes emissions data
and performs real-time analysis onboard the vehicle. The results are
available through the MineFleet Web-Services. Automated emails can
be generated if any of the emissions-tests fails.Use MineFleet
Emissions Reports to get a complete emissions-evaluation of your
fleet on a regular basis.

Forget Emissions Test Centers and Get Grant Money
Got MineFleet Onboard? You do not need to send your vehicles to
smog test center anymore in California. Save money and time by
adopting MineFleet continuous monitoring service. Several government and non-government programs are offering funds to reduce
emission and make your fleets green. Contact Agnik or any MineFleet
distributor for more information.
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